ASA Wins Dismissal of New Charges in Rosenthal Retrial

Noted marijuana author Ed Rosenthal had the majority of the federal charges against him dismissed on March 14, thanks to the legal work of Americans for Safe Access' Chief Counsel, Joe Elford. The judge in the high-profile case made an extraordinarily rare ruling that the government was engaging in an illegal "vindictive prosecution" when it expanded the charges against Rosenthal upon re-indicting him.

Convicted in 2003 on three felony marijuana counts in a case that received worldwide media attention, the 62-year-old medical marijuana advocate had his convictions overturned by a federal appellate court in 2005. The government then brought a new indictment against Rosenthal that included not only the original charges related to growing medical marijuana as part of a City of Oakland program, but also tax and money laundering charges.

In dismissing the added charges, federal judge Charles Breyer said the US Attorney's office was attempting to portray Rosenthal as a common criminal in order to dissipate the harsh criticism of the government. Prosecutors indicated they intended to retry Rosenthal anyway on just the marijuana charges -- despite the fact that Rosenthal has already served the symbolic one-day sentence he received for the original conviction. Judge Breyer postponed the case to give the government time to reconsider, asking what purpose could be served by a new trial and directing prosecutors to find another case of a defendant being re-tried after serving his sentence.

Dismissal of the added charges brought a sigh of relief to many in the Bay Area medical marijuana community, as more than 70 witnesses had been subpoenaed by the government to testify against Rosenthal, beginning with the federal grand jury in August 2006. Throughout the process, ASA staff worked to protect the rights of the subpoenaed members of the community, many of whom were reluctant to testify.

ASA National Office Helps Calif. Patients Lobby GOP

ASA's national office helped two California patients prepare for the National Republican Campaign Committee's Republican Business Summit in Washington, D.C. Matt Vaughn and Don Kearny, both of El Dorado County, rubbed elbows with Republican insiders at the summit, attended a dinner featuring President Bush, had photos taken with Newt Gingrich, and even received an award for their business, the Medical Marijuana Caregivers Association (MMCA).

The Mountain Democrat, California's oldest newspaper, ran an extensive story on the pair's trip to the Capitol and their meeting with the area's representative, Congressman John Doolittle. "It was the first time I had met with advocates of medical marijuana," the congressman told the Mountain Democrat. "I thought they made the best case for it," he said of the meeting with his constituents.
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LEGAL UPDATE: New Appeal by Raich Rejected by Appeals Court

What follows is a legal analysis by ASA Chief Counsel Joe Elford of the federal Ninth Circuit Court of Appeal decision in McClary-Raich v. Gonzales (9th Cir. 2007).

On March 14, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals put what appears to be the final touches on a widely watched medical marijuana case. In McClary-Raich v. Gonzales, the court addressed the issues remaining after the Supreme Court ruled the federal government has authority under the Commerce Clause to regulate medical marijuana. Specifically, the Ninth Circuit held that McClary-Raich:

(1) could not obtain a preliminary injunction to bar enforcement of the Controlled Substances Act based on common law medical necessity, although she appeared to satisfy the factual predicate for such claim;

(2) application of the Controlled Substances Act to medical marijuana cultivators and users does not violate substantive due process guarantees; and

(3) the Tenth Amendment does not bar enforcement of the Controlled Substances Act.

While the court did not find a basis for blocking the prosecution of medical marijuana patients, the language of the decision bodes well for the future of medical marijuana.

"We agree with Raich that medical and conventional wisdom that recognizes the use of marijuana for medical purposes is gaining traction in the law as well."

But, the court continued, "For now, federal law is blind to the wisdom of a future day when the right to use medical marijuana to alleviate excruciating pain may be deemed fundamental. Although that day has not yet dawned, considering that during the last ten years eleven states have legalized the use of medical marijuana, that day may be upon us sooner than expected."

Of particular importance is that while the federal appeals court said "medical necessity" was not grounds for an injunction in a civil suit, it might be a defense for a criminal defendant.

Currently, medical marijuana patients are routinely barred from presenting medical evidence in federal court.
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Vaughn said Congressman Doolittle "listened intently" while he and Kearney described how the conflict between federal and California law can create situations where patients and caregivers can lose their homes and other assets to federal seizure, even though they are acting on the advice of doctors in accordance with state law.

Vaughn, who is director of the non-profit MMCA, said, "Don and I found Mr. Doolittle genuinely receptive to the concerns of California-qualified medical marijuana patients."

Unfortunately, the congressman said he is not currently inclined to introduce legislation to resolve the conflict between federal and state laws. Doolittle remains concerned about drug abuse in the general population, but he left his constituents with the impression that he would give the matter further thought.

Vaughn and Kearny credited ASA’s national office with providing them the information they needed to make a compelling case to not only their representative but the other GOP officials they met in Washington, D.C.